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Although tools and methodologies differ, the main ideas of corporate strategy (‘where we             

compete’) and business strategy (‘how we compete’) are fairly well established. Typically            

both disciplines are concerned with putting the enterprise in a position of relative             

competitive strength. 

 

The implicit (or explicit) reason for this is to improve the financial performance of the               

business. Companies can and do state their objectives in a wide variety of ways, sometimes               

reflecting a pressure or compulsion to define a social purpose, but for both publicly owned               

(listed) companies and those owned by private equity institutions the principal concern of             

the shareholders is usually their financial return (notwithstanding that, in recent years, the             1

once dominant idea of maximisation of ‘shareholder value’ has come in for pointed             

criticism.)   2

 

Be that as it may, for owner-managed enterprises (hereafter referred to as ‘OME’) strategy              

is not solely about the competitive strength of the business - it must also encompass the                

long-term objectives of the owner or owners (‘the ownership group’). On the other hand,              

the persistent fallacy that strategy is a concern for large corporate groups but is not relevant                

1 An important corollary is that the correct measure of adequate financial return isn’t that an enterprise makes                  
an ‘accounting’ profit, but that it achieves an ‘economic profit’, meaning that profitability of the business                
exceeds its ‘weighted average cost of capital’, abbreviated to WACC. We needn’t concern ourselves with this                
abstract-sounding formula. For owner-managed enterprises WACC is in any case an unhelpfully circular             
construct.  
2 The management writer Peter Drucker, however, had long ago described profit as the ‘test of validity’ of a                   
business, a nicely nuanced articulation that allows for latitude in defining an inspiring corporate mission while                
preserving the fiduciary obligation both to steward shareholders’ wealth and to ensure that society’s resources               
are deployed effectively. 
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for small or mid-market enterprises also needs to be corrected. This paper addresses both              

of these points. 

The Ownership Group 
For a listed company, the individual shareholders as such can largely be disregarded, or at               

least treated generically, in framing the strategy of the enterprise (absent an activist             

shareholding block with significant influence). Abstract metrics such as dividend yield, Total            

Shareholder Returns or Economic Value Added are taken to be universally applicable (i.e.             

relevant to any holder or potential holder of shares), and to wholly define shareholder              

concerns, so that transient shareholders can trade in and out of the company’s equity base               

with no implications for the continuity of business operations or of the company's strategic              

goals . Shareholders are, in a practical sense, both generic and independent from the             3

enterprise. 

 

For the ownership group of an OME however, things are not so simple. An owner’s role as                 

shareholder cannot straightforwardly be detached from their role as manager, meaning that            

the strategy of the company cannot be considered in isolation from the strategy (or              

strategies) of the ownership group. 

 

Furthermore, although a company can in principle have an indefinite lifespan, the dominant             

reality for the ownership group is that their time as key managers of the business will be                 

finite, whether measured in decades or years.  

 

OME strategy is therefore principally concerned with progressing over time from the current             

state of affairs, whatever that may be, to one in which the ownership group can individually                

or collectively retire from the business under optimal economic and personal conditions. 

The Elements of OME Strategy 
Strategy has been described as “the art of creating power” . For the ownership group, that               4

translates into the power to step away from the business at some appropriate time and               

realise a strong equity value, either by a sale of some or all of the business, or by enjoying an                    

ongoing stream of dividends. Either way, the principal objective is to maximise equity value              

over time, in order to create choices.  

 

The linchpin of equity value of course is profitability, but also of importance is a raft of                 

factors which have a major impact on the attractiveness of the enterprise (in the event of a                 

3 For some listed businesses this is an oversimplification, particularly where there is a powerful activist                
shareholder, but the broad contrast with OME is still valid. 
4 Freeman, L. Strategy: a History, OUP (2013) 
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sale) or the stability of the enterprise (as a source of dividend income). Broadly, these               

include governance structures, quality of management, intellectual property and proprietary          

learning, culture, organisational resilience, strategic clarity and alignment of activities,          

market positioning, growth pathways and product development, information and control          

systems, use of technology, talent management disciplines, cost control and efficiency,           

brand building, economic scale, lock-in, balance sheet strength and external relationships           

(customers, supply chain, alliances) - among others. 

 

Of primary concern though is progressively to minimise the reliance of the business on the               

ownership group, in terms of their operational and governance roles, their customer and             

supplier relationships, and the potential over-identification of the enterprise with the           

individual owners.  

 

This makes a broad and comprehensive approach to succession planning and management a             

key element in OME strategy.  

Business and Corporate Strategy 
The discipline of strategy as applied to business, rather than military activities, has its roots               

in the giant US corporations of the mid-twentieth century, and there is an oddly persistent               

view that this is where it should stay. A good deal of progress has been made since then in                   

developing and applying strategic principles in single business environments, even (and           

perhaps especially) for small and mid-market enterprises. Indeed, the term ‘corporate           

strategy’ has been coined to cover the issues of what product markets and geographies a               

group should compete in, as distinct from ‘business strategy’, which deals with the issues              

around how an individual business unit should compete. Corporate strategy may or may not              

be of relevance to a given OME, but business strategy certainly is. 

 

Strategy is not planning, it is the actual or envisaged competitive stance of the business. As a                 

consideration, it is as relevant for an SME as for a multinational. Peter Drucker defined the                

purpose of a business as being “to create a customer ”. Business strategy is about doing so                5

systematically, in a contested environment - i.e. where there is direct or indirect             

competition for the customer’s attention. 

 

We see the reluctance of many smaller enterprises to engage with real strategy (as opposed               

to the displacement activity of playing with spreadsheets) as being a kind of learned              

helplessness. It is seen as being impossible to construct a credible narrative about             

competing with the corporate giants of the industry, for example, so we prefer not to think                

about it too much. We have a vague idea that competitors are out there, but they rarely                 

feature explicitly, let alone systematically, in our thinking. 

5 Drucker, P. F. The Practice of Management, Butterworth-Heinemann (1955) 
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This is potentially a missed opportunity. An ‘underdog’ may be able to improve its              

positioning by forming key alliances. A small enterprise may be able to demonstrate an              

agility or bespoke capability which would break the systems of a larger monolith, or to               

dominate some domain - a locality, product niche or obscure channel, for example. A corner               

shop may think of itself as being unable to compete with Tesco, but its unique location and                 

service mix may well be completely inaccessible to the giant. As long as those factors are                

valued by a customer segment, it has the basis of a winning strategy. 

 

An enterprise with an effective strategy, of any size, is clear about the basis on which it                 

competes. It is equally clear about what activities it will not engage in, and what customer                

segments are not its market. It will make sure that all aspects of the business are in                 

alignment with and drivers of this direction of travel. An enterprise untethered from             

strategy will typically chase business indiscriminately, engage in too broad a range of             

activities irrespective of where (if anywhere) it has real advantage, and will have people,              

activities and goals which are very often at odds with each other. 

Conclusion 
OME strategy is about creating, over time, the conditions for the ownership group to step               

back successfully from the business. Effective application of the principles of business            

strategy will help to create a strong economic platform for doing so, but other elements of                

what we term Integrated Strategy© , including succession management, governance         6

structures and progressive ‘de-personalisation’ of the enterprise, will also be vital. 

 

The latter point is often the key challenge. The personal drive of the ownership group can                

inadvertently turn the enterprise into something approaching a personality cult. This can            

also create under-appreciated psychological challenges for the owners themselves in being           

able to detach from a long-term passion. Ultimately, OME strategy is often as much about               

personal psychological preparation as about positioning of the business itself. 
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6 See  https://www.thestrategyexchange.co.uk/integrated-strategy/ 
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